



On the Unpublished Poems Written
in Dutch by Bernard Mandeville
??????? ?
The purpose of this paper is to make clear the unpublished poems
written in Datch by Bernard Mandeville.
These unpublished poems were written doutlessly before 1705 when
his ¯rst poem in English, The Grumbling Hive : OR, Knaves turn'd
Honest was published.
In the beginning I have to say that these materials are not directly
related to his economic thought in his Fable of the Bees. However,
they are evidently important in the sense that they were written in the
style of poetry.
The present writer will treat Mandeville's two letters written in
poetic style : They are A Petition Letter (Versoek-Schrift) and the
other is \A Letter of Thanks" (Dankzegginge Voor't Genotenen). Only a
part of the original hand written poems will be presented for reference.
Toshihiro Tanaka
?? JEL?B31
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